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Your online identity (Screen Name and Profile) will attract more fabulous 
prospects to you than you could possibly meet in the real world. You're 
going to be approached by a lot of interesting people when you go online. 
They've found you by doing their own searches in the Member Directory or 
they see you sitting in a Chat Room.  The screen name and profile they 
create tells you their online agenda and generally indicates what they want 
to talk to you about.  Their opening remarks to you can indicate intelligence 
and sincerity or the complete opposite.   
 
Bd4angel was attracted to me by my name and profile just as thousands 
will be attracted to you when you properly create yours.  Follow how I take 
her through the process of moving our conversation to a business one in 
our first conversation. I merely responded to her typed words and waited 
for a chance to move the conversation to business.  Asking the right 
questions will give you many chances to introduce your business as you'll 
see below. 
 
This series is designed to help you understand the process of Instant 
Messaging and how it can help you to network, prospect and close at an 
accelerated pace.  What follows are real life examples of my students in 
action on the Internet.  I critique, analyze and advise every step of the way 
(see my comments in red throughout).  
 
After reading through this report you may get an urge to continue your 
training and up-grade your prospecting methods.  That�s normal.  My 
methods for using Instant Messages to expand and grow your business are 
proven to work. 
 
To aggressively grow your business, just enroll in my next Prospecting 
Mastery course by clicking here. 
 
Or, to take a smaller step, just pick up a copy of my Internet Power Pack by 
clicking here. 
 
Carpe Diem � Seize the Day! 
 
Warmest Regards, 
 
Max Steingart 
The Internet Matchmaker 

 

http://www.successway.com/mastery
http://www.successway.com/max


Your Online Identity Will Attract  
Fabulous Prospects To You 

 
People are incredibly open about themselves online and reveal everything that's going on 
in their lives.  The opportunity to talk about network marketing opened up when she 
indicated a concern about her child's financial future.  You'll never go to a house party or 
business meeting alone again once you start using the power of the Internet. (my 
comments, pointers, and strategies missed, are in "red italic type," to help you attain your 
own personal success online.)   
 
 

  
Begin IM - 04:24 PM 
 

Posted profile in the Member Directory for:  Bd4angel 
 
Member Name:    Faith & hope, angel. If all you look at is the outside of a person, 
you are missing the best part! 
Location: SaMWorld 
Sex: Female 
Marital Status: Soul a. Mate 
Hobbies: Teaching by example, teasing my friends, laughing out loud, looking 
for the silver lining, opening my soul through my music.... 
Computers: Positively! Lots quicker than telepathy...  O :) Quote of the Day: "Not 
a Problem!" ~~SaM 
Occupation: Selflessly helping people, anticipating their needs ~One word frees 
us of all the weight & pain of life, that word is "love" 
Personal Quote: "Each person is sent into this world with a special message to 
deliver, with a special song to sing to others, with a special act of love to 
bestow, no one else can speak your message or sing your song or offer your 
act of love." ~~ John Powell 
( I love her personal quote. When you're looking at profiles, the first place you want to 
look is the Personal Quote. Find people with positive quotes or quotes you can 
personally relate to.) 

Bd4angel: Hi Max, my name is Barbara...  can we talk?  Seriously. I'm not looking for 
anything but that. 
Mentor2006:    hello (She's got an interesting opening line and I've got some time so why 
not see where this can go.  I love her Personal Quote too.)  
 
Bd4angel:    hi and thank you!  
Bd4angel:    your profile interested me. 
Mentor2006: thank you (Let's find out what interests her about it, and then find out ALL 
there is to know about her by asking some simple questions.) 
 
Bd4angel:    lame huh... I'm sorry.  Actually, I was interested in asking you a couple of 
questions regarding your profile. 
Mentor2006: ask away (Here it comes.  Her next comment to me will indicate her online 
agenda.  You'll find that people are incredibly open and candid online.  The online world 
makes people bolder and braver when they interact with other people than they are in real 
life.  This medium gives you an incredible advantage when you're recruiting online over 
the real world.  It's easier to approach people online that it is in person.) 



 
Bd4angel: thanks.  
Do you seriously think that a divorced single Mom, 45 yrs old, who lives paycheck to 
paycheck can still find success? 
Mentor2006:    of course    (Don't you just love this?  What a medium for communication. 
 In less than two minutes online this complete stranger finds me and tells me her age and 
her financial position.  Because I've called myself a Mentor and way I've constructed my 
personal profile, she's asking me for advice.  You'll be having the same kinds of 
conversations when you create your own profile and post it in the Member Directory of the 
Internet communities you're prospecting in.  Her question translates to "is 45 too old to 
find success?" I'll answer her question using information that is general knowledge and 
accepted as truth by everyone.  Copy and save my comments for your own use when 
you're having these kinds of conversations.)   
 
Mentor2006:    Thomas Edison didn't find success until he was in his 60's, (this may 
develop into something or she's just looking to kill some time online and talk about herself 
to a stranger while I wear out my fingers answering her, we'll soon know) 
 
Bd4angel:    lol. I'm not unintelligent, I've just chosen to rear my daughter and not sacrifice 
her happiness and security. 
Mentor2006: neither did Abraham Lincoln or Winston Churchill 
Bd4angel:    yes to all of those, but they had built a foundation before they reached 
success 
Mentor2006:    sounds like you made a wise choice and a natural one (We're at a crossroad 
in this conversation.  I'm responding directly to her last comment, but I want to move this 
conversation along the path of her success attainment. I don't want to talk about her past 
and all of her sacrifices.  Always agree with people when you can and pay them 
complements as often as you can in your conversations.  She could be using her child as 
an excuse to justify her current position in life and is just online to talk about it.  We'll find 
out the answer as this conversation continues.  I'm online looking for a few cashews in a 
bowl of mixed nuts.  Let's see if she's a cashew or a walnut.) 
 
Mentor2006:    so have you 
Mentor2006:    your experiences to-date are your foundation for your future success if 
you're ready to change a few things 
Bd4angel:    really. How so 
Bd4angel:    okay. I can understand that. (Sometimes you have to wait and give people a 
chance to read your comments and react to them) 
 
Mentor2006: I thought you could 
Bd4angel:.sorry, just looked at your profile again..(She's looking at my profile to find 
something else to talk to me about.  I hope she stays on this track.  I'll be able to move this 
conversation to business in a few minutes if she does. I'll make the next move and ask her 
a question.) 
 
Mentor2006:    what do you do now? 
Bd4angel:      I am an Admin. Assistant, but before a recent merger I was in marketing and 
sales.(People usually go from clerical work to sales and marketing as their career 
advances.  They want more money and they realize sales people make more money than 
typists.  She's just told me that she's been downsized and has taken a clerical job to have 
an income.  Most sales people would find another sales job but perhaps they are few and 
far between in her area.  This conversation is starting to warm up.) 
 
Bd4angel:    I'm curious, your profile says that you are a writer, may I ask what it is that 
you write or have written? (She's going through my profile focusing on what I've written 



there.  I need to answer her question and then ask her one that will move this further along 
the business track.  So far -- so good.  We'll see how sincere she is in a few more minutes.) 
 
Mentor2006:    I write lots of things, including training material 
Bd4angel:    with my background, how would you help me find success? (She's moving in 
the same direction I am now.  I love a person that's direct and gets right to the point and I 
like how well she communicates with me.  She'd make an excellent online network 
marketer and will probably do as well in the real face to face world too.)  
 
Mentor2006: what does success mean to you? (I need to know what it means to her before 
I can attempt to answer her question) 
 
Bd4angel:    hmm somehow I knew you would ask me that!  
Mentor2006: that's a good sign 
Mentor2006:    you have intuitive powers 
Mentor2006:    that will help    (You can let your sense of humor run wild online.  It's always 
fun when they laugh with you.  If they don't laugh at your jokes online it's could be a bad 
sign or just an indication that they don't have a sense of humor.)  
 
Mentor2006:    now answer the question LOL (LOL = laugh out loud.  Putting LOL at the 
end of my comment is telling her that I'm smiling and laughing while asking my question.) 
 
Bd4angel:    To be honest, I hadn't given it too much thought before reading your profile.. 
and yes I am intuitive   
Mentor2006: think about it now 
Mentor2006: off the cuff 
Mentor2006: what would make you feel successful 
Mentor2006: no big elaborate explanation is needed 
Bd4angel:    I am..  and in one way I am a success.. that would be with my music 
Mentor2006:    give me the basics 
Mentor2006:    you're a success in many ways already 
Mentor2006: you're a great Mom 
Mentor2006: but tell me more (People love talking about themselves and asking them 
questions will get you all the answers you need to determine if they are a business 
prospect.) 
 
Bd4angel:    It took my divorce 10 years ago to enable me to find this success however. 
Bd4angel:    I was able to reconnect with some old musical pals and have done a lot of 
performing locally which I never would have been able to do while married.. 
Mentor2006:    what else?    
Mentor2006:    tell me more (I'm at a very critical juncture here.  If she tells me that her 
ideal of success is a singing career, I'm gonna be dead in the water unless I can nudge her 
along to looking at other options.  One of them could be network marketing.) 
 
Mentor2006:    more, more !!   LOL 
Bd4angel:    I am a much better parent to my daughter without all of the stress that came 
with the marriage. 
Bd4angel:    and you are very impatient! LOL(She's enjoying our conversation and so am I. 
 I hope you're enjoying this too.  Just by calling yourself a Mentor, Success Coach, 
Lifestyle Coach or Teacher online will put you in the position to have these kinds of 
fabulous conversations. Of course this is just one approach you can use online. 
 EVERYTHING works.) 
 
Bd4angel:    thinking and typing as fast as I can here! 
Mentor2006: I'm the most patient and tenacious person you'll ever meet 
Bd4angel:    I'm generally much happier now. so yes..you have a valid point about 



success. 
Bd4angel:    BUT... 
Bd4angel:    now. I would like to be able to look at retirement and not worry that I'll wind up 
in the streets.(BINGO, This is it, it's my open invitation to talk about my business.  Just like 
in fishing, you have to have patience and wait for the fish to swim past your bait and then 
swallow it.) 
 
Bd4angel:    really?  two very good qualities actually. 
Bd4angel: have you always been that way? 
Mentor2006: retirement is something to be thinking about for sure 
Mentor2006: to have extra money to retire on will require making extra money now 
Bd4angel:    therein lies my trouble.   
Mentor2006: not really 
Bd4angel:    more immediate however is putting my daughter through college. 
Mentor2006:    you just need to find something else to do that you can love to make extra 
money, wouldn't you agree? 
Bd4angel:    My music is my love and hobby. I do it as often as possible and still cannot 
seem to get ahead.   
Bd4angel:    As soon as I see light at the end of the tunnel, another wall collapses 
Bd4angel:    and I am again where I was. without 
Mentor2006: sounds like you need another basis for income 
Bd4angel: I just HATE having to tell my daughter that I can't afford to get her something.... 
Mentor2006:      I teach people how to work from their homes on their computer 
Mentor2006:      and earn extra money 
Bd4angel:    lol. Well, do you think I'm trainable! 
Mentor2006: do you have an hour a day to spend online? 
Bd4angel:    yes, usually. 
Mentor2006: can you take directions well? 
Bd4angel:    of course! 
Mentor2006:    do you like people? 
Bd4angel:    I'm an angel... yes... <grin> 
Bd4angel: I get along very well with all kinds of folks. 
Mentor2006:    hmmmm I see (I've struck GOLD by her answers. Some people just like to 
play online and kills some time engaging others in conversation.  I sense that she's 
serious and I'm sure glad I took the time to answer her initial Instant Message to me.) 
 
Mentor2006:    do you have a sense of humor? 
Mentor2006: and a good vocabulary?  (You can be using my jokes, words and questions in 
case you're personally lacking in any of these areas.  Just look for my training on "How to 
Copy and Paste text" in lesson 10.) 
 
Bd4angel:    ummm does a bear live in the woods... and I would like to think I was 
intelligent. 
Bd4angel:    articulate.... (Be still my heart.  Its becoming very clear with each answer she 
gives me that she's a terrific person.  She's becoming my friend and I'm really enjoying 
this conversation.  The rest is going to be easy.  I know you're eager to go talk to someone 
with a good profile and personal quote that's online at the same time you are, but at least 
finish reading this training first.  You're almost at the end.) 
 
Mentor2006: live in the woods    I seem to remember another verb 
Mentor2006: but that's OK 
Bd4angel:    yes... but I'm an angel. remember 
Mentor2006: thanks for reminding me 
Bd4angel:    lol. sure.  
Mentor2006:    are you really serious about this 
Bd4angel:    yes I am very serious about your help.  (Home Run. Now it's just a simple 



matter of sending her the information on my business.  She's going to take a very serious 
look, and if she likes what she sees and hears, I've got a new distributor.  She'll have 
questions so I want to let the system I'm exposing her to do it's job before I jump in with 
additional information.  You're the messenger not the message.  I'll be talking to her on the 
phone about my business after she's reviewed the material.) 
 
Mentor2006:      where are you what city 
Bd4angel:    I live in South Dakota, Sioux Falls 
Mentor2006: do you live in a house 
Bd4angel:    yes 
Mentor2006: I sent you some mail 
Mentor2006:    I want you to read it, it has information that will help you solve your 
dilemma 
Bd4angel:    now? 
Mentor2006:    call the 800 numbers and extensions listed 
Mentor2006: yes, I just did 
Mentor2006: you can also look at the website 
Bd4angel:    I'm sorry, do you want me to read it now. 
Mentor2006: after you have looked over all I have sent you 
Mentor2006: let me know what you think 
Mentor2006:    sure look now and get back to me, I've got to do a few things and will be 
back online later 
Bd4angel:    thank you. I will. 
Bd4angel:    It's been a pleasure Max.  I'll be in touch. 
Mentor2006: I'll be here 
Mentor2006:    I'd enjoy helping you 
Mentor2006:    if you are serious  
Bd4angel:    thank you again, and I will look at what you sent me.  I am Very serious. 
Bd4angel:    I'll let you know either way though. 
Bd4angel: I don't intend to waste either of our time. 
Bd4angel:    bye for now. 
Mentor2006:    bye 
 
You're beginning to grasp the power of the Internet in this conversation.  You'll be having 
five of these a day in no time at all.  I'll add her to my buddy list and address book. 
Everyday she'll receive YOUR DAILY MOTIVATION.  When I see her online in a few days, 
I'll ask her if she sees an opportunity for herself in the information I sent her.  I won't be 
surprised if she comes back to me first.  I'll be checking my mail status to see if she is 
reading my mail or deleting it, which also tells me of her interest in hearing from me.  This 
is fun, easy to do and sure beats prospecting at the mall. 
 
Take the next fifteen minutes and do a search in the Member Directory and find someone 
to talk to.  Be selective about who you chose.  Look for someone with a positive personal 
quote.   
 
Seven vital business questions to ask yourself:   
  
There are seven vital questions you need to ask yourself if you're seriously 
interested in being successful in your business. 
  
Question #1:  How many new clients and customers have signed up in your 
business so far this month? 
  
Question #2:  How many new clients and customers do you expect to add 
to your business by the end of the month? 



  
Question #3:  How many prospects do you have in your sales pipeline that 
may get into your business before the end of the month? 
  
Question #4:  Are you going to close out the month with higher numbers than you 
did last year? 
  
Question #5:  How much money have you spent this month on advertising, 
lead sources prospect acquisition and is it working for you?  
  
Question #6:  How much money have you spent since this year on advertising, 
lead sources and prospect acquisition and has that money gotten you the 
results you were hoping for? 
  
Question #7:  Are you going to take the necessary steps to insure your business success by 
taking my next Prospecting Mastery Class!   
  
To enroll go to:  www.successway.com/mastery 
  
While I can't answer Questions 1 through 6 for you, I'll give you three clues 
to help you find the right answer to Question #7. 
  
1.  Jim Rohn, America's Foremost Business Philosopher says, "In order for  
     things to change, you have to change." 
  
2.  Denis Waitley, the poet laureate of modern-day philosophers, wrote, 
     "Unless you join the generation of the future, you will be relegated to living 
     in the past.  Unless you're comfortable with the information superhighway, 
     you'll be road kill on it." 
  
3.  Jim Rhoades said, "I've done more business during the first four weeks of 
     Max's Prospecting Mastery Course than I did in the last four years. 
     I wish I had known about him three years ago.  I would have saved 
     the thousands of dollars I spent on other marketing systems." 
     Click here to listen 
  
You can be successful in your business if you're willing to make a few 
slight changes and take a different direction where you can measure your 
forward progress every day. 
  
To register for the next Prospecting Mastery Class, 
go to:  www.successway.com/mastery 
 

http://www.successway.com/mastery
http://www.successway.com/pm6jimr.mp3
http://www.successway.com/mastery

